
THIS SHOULD BE SIGNED ON ITS SPANISH VERSION

LIABILITY RELEASE LETTER AND AGREEMENT

NOT TO ESTABLISH LEGAL ACTION


The undersigned, __________________________________, of _____________ nationality, 
domiciled in __________________________________, state of _____________, country 
____________, telephone ______________, email _______________________________, release the 
ORGANIZERS of the “Fusion / Fission. Intensive poetic-body research workshop with gray 
whales” PROGRAM from any responsibility and agrees not to take any legal action against 
them as a result of my participation in it.


I state that I know that there are risks and dangers and I agree to assume them by participating 
in the PROGRAM, which will take place in the period from February 1 to 10, 2020.


Taking into account all the services, facilities and any other assistance that may be provided to 
me by the PROGRAM, I release its ORGANIZERS of any liability, lawsuits and legal actions that 
may arise for injuries or damages to my person, including death, or for property damage 
related to my participation in it. I understand that this Letter of Disclaimer covers civil, criminal, 
administrative and other liability, legal actions and damages caused by any act or omission on 
my part, including but not limited to, negligence, errors or failures of supervision.


I declare to the ORGANIZERS that there are no medical or health impediments, or any other 
reason and / or physical and / or mental impediments to participate in it.


In case of any accident, eventuality and / or illness, I authorize the organizers to give notice to 
______________________________, with address at ______________________________________ 
and telephone number ____________.


I declare that the data set forth herein, as well as in the documents delivered, are true and any 
omission therein, as well as the liability derived therefrom, is solely and exclusively from the 
undersigned.


This is issued for legal and administrative purposes to take place, in Guerrero Negro, Baja 
California Sur, on February 1, 2020.


         

                   (FULL NAME) 	 	 (SIGNATURE)


